The Alde & Ore Association
Newsletter 52 - Autumn 2019

The Chairman’s note
A summer of two halves- amazing weather for much
of the time, apart from a quick dip into October-like
weather in mid-August, fortunately very short, but
mostly some wonderful warm indeed hot days, but
every possible strength of wind in every possible
permutation with clouds, sun and rain - plus, in
contrast, so many consultations - from Environment
Agency and separately from Defra on flooding and
coastal erosion, the Shoreline Management Plan and
several power companies with the odd planning
application- there were more than enough.
Among the challenges facing us in protecting the
estuary are responding to public consultations to
ensure the estuary’s voice is heard. If we don’t say
what we think is needed, collectively and individually,
our views go by default. The Association with nearly
2000 members has influence but individual responses
add even greater the weight to securing the future we
want.
Consultation challenges- This summer the Association
has sought to ensure that points have been registered,
in the Environment Agency consultation on the flood
and coastal erosion risk management strategy, about the
importance of taking account of the needs of estuaries
in planning for flood and coastal erosion and the way
forward using a resilience approach such as has been
adopted for the Alde and Ore Estuary Plan. Similarly
and separately Defra, who were intending to announce
their policy conclusions before Christmas, sought views
on resilience, methods of coastal protection and ways
of monitoring success and financing actions. With the
power companies, concern has been expressed that
constructions on and into the coast lasting for many
years could affect the erosion on the very dynamic
and fragile coast and what is done to the north of
Aldeburgh may rebound on the estuary coastline
later- so it needs to be properly assessed, joined up
and provided for.
It was good to see the Shoreline Management
Plan Policy to emerge from the review with a
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recommendation to change the policy from No Active
Intervention on the Sudbourne Beach unit to one of
developing a resilience approach. Hopefully you have
managed to read about it and comment.
The Estuary Plan- Working to meet the challenge of
safeguarding the estuary for the longer term, the task
of implementation of the Estuary plan project has been
taken on by the East Suffolk Internal Drainage Board
(ESIDB) which, as a Risk Management Authority, can
secure grant in aid for the estuary. The Alde and Ore
Estuary Partnership is rethinking its structure to meet
its changing role having delivered the overall plan while
still needing to be there to steer the overall strategy as the
need arises in the future and still playing an important
role in ensuring everyone is keep informed about what is
going on.
The Alde and Ore Estuary Trust is making progress
with fundraising, This summer has seen the high profile
and very enjoyable Flotilla (see page 10), a Float in the
Aldeburgh Carnival and what is to be another hopefully
very successful Pub Quiz on 22 November. And you will
see from the article on page 8, that the AOEP and AOET
with IDB met the major infrastructure holders to engage
them with the flood defence work of the Plan which will
be of benefit to them as much as everyone else in the
area.
Climate change- Rising sea levels and the changing climate

with more extreme weather occurrences are another
challenge, not just for the future of the estuary but for
each one of us. As East Anglia is in the front line of these
changes, already undergoing rising sea levels from the
last Ice Age, we are more aware possibly than many
of the need to garner and manage our use of resources
carefully.
Fun life around the estuary -But life is not just about
meeting challenges. As you can see from the Newsletter
there was a very successful Annual barbecue, two good
walks, a talk from Natural England on its developing
ideas for the route of the Coast Path, and the Butley ferry
has been firing on all cylinders, if that is not too much of
a mixed metaphor for the oar powered boat.
New members- The Marketing Group and Trustees met
with the Focus Group as well, all considering how we get
more active members of the Association. The Association
needs to keep up its strength in fighting for the estuary,
it needs to secure a constant renewal of energy and ideas
with new trustees and volunteers. If each one of us, when
we meet and relax with neighbours and friends over the
Christmas period, could recruit one more member that
would do a lot to take us forward.
I wish you all a very good start to 2020.
Alison Andrews
Chairman

SHORELINE MANAGEMENT PLAN
At the time of going to press the public
consultation about the proposed change in
policy for the management of the vulnerable
shingle coast along Sudbourne Beach from
No Active Intervention after 2025 to Managed
Realignment using a resilience approach was
still underway.
For full details on the welcome proposal, see
the Association Website www.aldeandore.
org Consultation result in the next newsletter.
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The England Coast Path in the Alde and Ore Area
The progress so far in examining possible routes of
The English Coast Path from Bawdsey to Aldeburgh.

This summer the Association took the initiative
and invited Natural England to give a progress
report on the plans for the English Coast Path
from Bawdsey to Aldeburgh.
Jonathan Clarke of the Coastal Path Delivery
Team, Natural England, kindly spoke to an
audience of over 50 people on 17 July 2019.
We were very fortunate that Snape Maltings
generously provided the Britten Studio in the
Hoffmann Building as a splendid venue.
A quick read: Jonathan gave a full description of the
legislation and thinking behind the creation of the
English Coast Path. In July Natural England were
still at the stage of discussing possible routes with land
owners and have reached a preferred alignment for around
80% of the route. There are a few areas still under discussion.
NE hope to be able to make proposals to the Secretary of State
in February 2020 when there would be an 8 week period for
comments on the proposals before the Secretary of State makes
a decision.
Background- why is there to be a path:
Under the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009, the
Secretary of State has a statutory duty to complete
the English Coastal path which is to be a waymarked
walking trail for recreational walking, climbing and
picnicking, and established around the whole of the
English coast.
Natural England has the responsibility to develop the
path following statutory guidance which seeks to balance
the interests of landowners and the public’s rights of
access along the coast and protection of the natural
environment. Access to houses and gardens will not be
allowed and there may be other local access restrictions
as well.
It had been the plan for all routes to be proposed by 2020
but some slippage is now likely. The England Coast path
will be 2,700 miles in total when complete and will link to
the Welsh Coastal Path.
The process of identifying the route- 5 stages
(1). Formulating the route- consulting a range of local
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bodies.
(2). Development- local landowners are contacted to
discuss the route and seek the ‘fair balance’. This is the
current stage that has been reached on the Bawdsey to
Aldeburgh stretch.
(3). Proposal to the Secretary of State of the Preferred Route.
This will be published, with maps. Affected landowners
get details, as do parish councils and anyone on Natural
England’s list. Details will also be in libraries and on
the Government website. There will then be 8 weeks for
landowners to raise objections and others may make
representations.
(4). Determination of the route by the Secretary of State.
Objections are considered by a planning inspector who
then makes recommendations to the Secretary of State. If
the Secretary of State decides a fair balance has not been
reached in any location, then the route is reconsidered.
The route will be formally approved in documents laid
before Parliament.
(5). Establishment of the route. The County Council carries
out necessary works to open the path and is responsible
for future maintenance. A Coast Path website will
provide information on the route as well as information
on services that are available along it.
Possible routes
No final decisions have been made yet on the route
between the Bawdsey and Aldeburgh. Discussions with
landowners are still taking place but the thinking in July
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was that the path might take the following line--from Bawdsey Ferry, the line would proceed along the
road towards Bawdsey before forking right, through the
car park to the existing Suffolk coastal path;
--part of the route towards Bawdsey village was under
discussion but north of East Lane the path might then
follow the existing Suffolk coastal path to Shingle Street,
then across Oxley Marshes following the existing coastal
route towards the Butley river where it will pass the
Butley Ferry;
- the path around the Upper Butley River, up river of
the ferry (necessary as the ferry cannot run all the year
round) is presently subject to discussion but there may be
different routes in the summer and winter months to take
the river birds into account;
-the path will then follow the existing coastal path
through Orford around to below Stanny House Farm,
Iken;
- the route from Stanny House Farm, Iken to the
Anchorage, Iken is also subject to discussions with
landowners and needs further consideration as it is

subject to several protective designations;
- there are well established paths, from Iken beach to
Snape and, via the Sailors Path, then on to Brick Dock
via the road, back towards the river taking the new path
at Brick Kiln may be used to join the river wall at Brick
Dock to complete the route to Aldeburgh.
In all, some eighty per cent of the route along the
Bawdsey to Aldeburgh stretch is more or less agreed
and NE hopes to be in a position to make its proposals
in February 2020 and have the route open in eighteen
months to two years.
Being kept informed
Jonathan said that he already had 670 names on his data
base of people who have asked to be kept informed of
the proposals and invited those who had not given their
names to add to his list. This can still be done via email to
Jonathan.Clarke@naturalengland.org.uk
A full account of Jonathan Clarke’s talk can be found on the
Association web site www.aldeandore.org

New Faces, Changing Places
KAREN THOMAS,
who was heavily
involved in the
Estuary flood
defence plan its
development,
managing the
modelling
and preparing
applications to
Environment
Agency and so known to many of you, moved this
summer from the East Suffolk Internal Drainage Board to
become Head of Coastal Partnership East, taking over
from Bill Parker who retired. There she is still playing a
key role in helping the Suffolk Estuaries including the
Alde and Ore.
While she has not been replaced yet her ESIDB portfolio
which includes the Alde and Ore Estuary project,
implementing the Planit is in the good hands of her
boss Giles Bloomfield who is assisted by Steve Roberts ,
engineer, and Emma Cook, communications.
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GRAHAM HENDERSON, long-time Chairman of Suffolk
Coast Against Retreat, sadly died in July. While SCAR
regroups Christine Block, formerly a district councillor
on the Deben, is working on this.
NATURAL ENGLAND have lost Emma Hay to the
National Trust where she will be the assistant wildlife
adviser for the East of England ,The key Natural England
link for the AOEP and on the Alde and Ore generally
now will be Ed Boyle while Francesca Shapland will
work on planning issues but John Jackson is still
assisting the AOEP on the monitoring of the estuary.
NATIONAL TRUST: For two years now Nick Collinson
has been the Eastern Area manager for the National
Trust and includes Orfordness in his bailiwick. Grant
Lahoar the Manager of Orfordness itself retired earlier
this summer- Grant was always very generous in his
time attending Trustee meetings an accompanying
members on walks on Orford ness. He was a fantastic
mine of information and understanding on the natural
environment on the Ness. David Mason now bears the
manager role, and he is well known to members who
have walked on Orfordness.

Your Voice - Your Estuary

Filming on the Butley River
For a few days in September,
the Butley River became the
backdrop for scenes in a film
being produced by Netflix of the
novel “The Dig” by John Preston.
The filming took place over just
two days but was preceded by
numerous visits by the director
and members of the film crew as
they planned the best views, the
right tides and, of course, sought
permission from the various
land-owners. The beautiful
landscape, which we are so used
to, made such an impression on
the director that a new storyline,
and additional scenes which do
not feature in the book, were
written in to take full advantage
of the scenery.

Some of the small army of people who descended on the ferry to film “The Dig”.

The book is set just prior to the
Second World War and is a dramatized account of the
discovery of the Anglo-Saxon ship burial at Sutton Hoo
by local archaeologist Basil Brown, played in the film by
Ralph Fiennes. Mrs Pretty, the owner of the land where
the discoveries were made, is played by Carey Mulligan.
The book, and the film, take liberties for dramatic effect.
Timelines are compressed, and details of the lives of the
characters are changed. As the book was not a thesis, the
film is not a documentary. It is entertainment based on
fact. Butley Ferry stands in for the old Slaughden Ferry,
which no longer exists. Boyton Dock, Shingle Street and
Snape all feature whereas they do not appear in the book.
The scenes involving the ferry needed a ferryman and,
because the director, Simon Stone, enjoyed the history
of the ferry which he discovered on one of his visits,
a ferryman’s wife was also written in. Real-life Butley
ferrymen Stephen Worrall and Teresa Asslet were cast in
those roles and, after visiting the costume and make-up
department, were transported eighty years back in time
to ferry Basil Brown across the river, and back. At one
point during the filming, one of our local seals popped
up to see what was going on. All action stopped as
everyone watched. The cameraman filmed the visitor to
possibly include it in the finished film.
Those simple scenes took a full day of filming. Anyone
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passing by, and many did as public footpaths were not
closed, would have seen a small army of perhaps fifty
people, their vehicles, tents and equipment, spread out
below Burrow Hill, at the ferry. They all had to be fed
and watered so a temporary canteen was also set up.
Perhaps one of the most impressive aspects of this mini
invasion was, that as soon as filming ended, they packed
away and moved on within an hour. A small team of
people replaced anything that had been moved, back to
where it came from, cleared up any litter and left the site
looking like they had not been there at all. The following
morning, at low tide, the scenery crew removed the
temporary staging from the jetties, put on to make our
modern grating look more “period”.
There have been many instances when one or two
thoughtless people can leave rubbish and cause damage
out of all proportion to their numbers but, in the case of
the film crew, they treated our river, landscape and its
wildlife with respect and, as the saying goes, took only
photographs, left only footprints.
Roy Truman
Head Ferryman
Post script :The two landowners whose land was being
used for the filming, Edward Greenwell and Bill Pinney,
have donated their location fees of £3500 to the Alde and
Estuary Trust.
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The Summer Walk- 5 July 2019
July 5th dawned a perfect summer morning and it turned
into a perfect warm summer day. We met at The Froize
Inn, Chilllesford for a walk, kindly organised by Keith
Martin, down and up both sides of the Butley River. This
included seeking and getting permission for Association
members to walk over land where there is not public
footpath, so we were in for a special treat.
We set off initially down the public footpath to the east
of the Froize, past green woodland on one side and
through the open grass and sedge lands bordering the
upper Butley. After passing the impressive crag quarry
overlooking wonderful nexus of river and creeks and
ponds which changes character completely between
the secret water land at low tide to a wonderful open
water area at high tide, we went on down the river wall,
one built well for resilience with a broad top and gentle
back slope, past a curious and inquisitive herd of lovely
brown cattle pressing against a gate to see what was
going on, negotiating our way past some fences and
coming down to the sandy shore area close to the Pinney
smokery and oyster beds. All the while spotting birds
The upper Butley crag pit

and enjoying the profusion of different kinds of wild
flower in bloom.
After passing along a narrower river wall running close
to the Butley Creek, more or less in single file rather
than spreading across the bank, enjoyed walking over
the newly reconstructed board walk instead of sticky
gravel, which Roy has described in another article, we
were ferried across expertly by the Association ferryman
John Grayburn. Then, up and over the historic Burrow
Hill, rising rapidly just over 15 metres above sea level,
dry and sandy in contrast to the low river lands on the
other side. We could see exactly why the Anglo Saxons
found it a perfect site for settlement and defence. Then on
though bridleways into picturesque Butley Mills, skirting
luxuriant reed beds on the east side. From there just 10
minutes to an excellent light lunch of tasty sandwiches,
brownies and almond tarts, provided by the Froize, all
eaten by the happy chatting company in the shade of a
huge tree whilst we enjoyed staying outside, with some
tired contented dogs lying quietly beside us.

Near the start with Keith Martin

The upper Butley waterland
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Over Burrow Hill

Safely over to the Capel side

Over the river with John Grayburn, ferryman

A relaxed lunch in the shade at the Froize Inn

WANTED - Trustees And Volunteers
The Association could do so much more to help us all
enjoy and protect the area we love if we had more hands
on deck!
Please consider being a Trustee or a volunteer.
Is there a favourite Alde and Ore area walk you would like
to share with others and could organise- you could do it
alone or with friends to help share the load. If three teams
could come forward that would mean three lovely walks
in 2020.
Any organisation needs new Trustees, fresh ideas, new
approaches, please consider whether you would like to

help preserve and protect the estuary for all.
It would be great to have a Newsletter editor or team,
rustling up news, discussion, history and pictures from
all corners of the estuary- if you are interested whether
individually or as part of a team, please get in touch.
Do you like managing and minuting? The Association
needs an Honorary Secretary.
Do get in touch with any trustee you know or if not sure,
please contact me- Alison Andrews, aldeblackburn@aol.
com 01728 452660

DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
The 2020 Annual General Meeting will be held on the morning of
Saturday 4 April at the Thorpeness Country Club

www.aldeandore.org
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Partnership Update
The
East
Suffolk Internal
Drainage Board
(IDB)
has
submitted the
business case
for the Upper Estuary (Snape,
Aldeburgh and Iken) to trigger
the consents and Government
funding which it is hoped will be
agreed in the spring. Provided
consents
are
forthcoming,
mitigation preparation can
start early in 2020 but unless
unused Government funding
is re-allocated to the IDB at the
end of the financial year, there
will be no Flood Defence Grant
in Aid allocation until 2021,
should this be agreed.
The Partnership and Estuary Trust are discussing
a restructure of both bodies to ensure that the
IDB can work effectively once the capital works
begin next year. The Partnership will continue
to assist the IDB in keeping the community and
stakeholders involved with developments.
Pioneering Collaboration for Flood Prevention
Some of the most senior utility directors in the
UK gathered at the Snape Maltings on Friday
6th September to hear the latest plans of the
Alde and Ore Estuary Partnership’s pioneering
£26.9m flood programme to upgrade vital river
walls. The meeting had been called to ensure that
all stakeholders and utilities in the region with
interests in areas at risk of flooding were fully
aware of the proposed works and to understand
opportunities for partnership working and
funding bids. The gathering was hosted by
Suffolk Coastal MP, the Rt Hon Therese Coffey,
the then-Minister of State for the Environment
before her promotion two days later to Work
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and Pensions Secretary.
The pioneering collaboration of the Alde and Ore
Estuary Partnership is being watched carefully
by other estuary communities of the UK, as
a role model of how statutory, voluntary and
charitable organisations can work together with
communities, Parish Councils and landowners
to agree a shared vision and programme of
works to make the estuary landscape of homes,
businesses and protected wildlife resilient to a
1-in-200 year tidal surge.
In a joint presentation, the Partnership spoke
on the Estuary Strategy Plan, the Alde and Ore
Estuary Trust about the financing and fund raising
and the IDB, who have been commissioned
to complete the upgrading of the river walls,
discussed their plans. Representatives from
Anglian Water, Essex and Suffolk Water, EDF
and UK Power Networks joined the discussion
with the Environment Agency, East Suffolk IDB,
New Anglia LEP and CEFAS, along with venue
host Harry Young of Snape Maltings.

Your Voice - Your Estuary

Update on fund raising and financing
by the Alde and Ore Estuary Trust
Jane Maxim, chair of the Funding Committee, AOET
The Alde & Ore Estuary
Trust,
who
have
responsibility for local
fund-raising estimate that,
provided
Government
funding is achieved, about
£12 million needs to be
raised locally over the next 7 years. Targeted
sources of funding are include local donors,
landowners, charitable foundations and, where
applicable, local government funds.
The following extracts are taken from the Trust
accounts newsletter for 2018, available online
at https://mailchi.mp/f095d8f16a64/annual_
report
“Since the 2018 year-end the Trust has raised
over £600,000 of which £400,000 is from the
Garfield Weston Foundation, a charitable trust.
This means the Trust has raised over £1.2 million
to date.
The Trust has awarded two grants to the East
Suffolk Internal Drainage Board (ESIDB) in the
past year (in total £242,303). The result of the
first grant was an estimated costed programme
of works for the improved flood defences, which
includes an estimate of potential government
grant funding (FDGIA). This would be delivered
over 7 to 8 years, once government funding is
available.
The second grant to the ESIDB is to fund the
submission of the Outline Business Case (OBC) to
the Environment Agency for the Upper Estuary.
This is currently being scrutinised and work is
ongoing. The result of this OBC submission is
unlikely to be known until Spring 2020. Once the
outcome of this is known the ESIDB will begin
their work on the OBC for the Lower Estuary.
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On Friday November 22nd, the very popular
SOSEstuary SUFFOLK QUIZ returned to estuary
pubs but at the time of going to print it had not
yet taken place so the final outcome is not known
but if like last time it will be a very good one.
Future Plans
Looking ahead, the Trust encourages donors
to give for works throughout the length of the
estuary for a specific reason. Work on the walls
can only go ahead within a programme that
ensures no buildings or areas of land are at an
increased risk of flooding from completed work.
While central and local government grants
are crucial for the necessary and successful
improvement of flood defences, the Trust
continues to pursue a strategy of applying
for grants to charitable foundations known to
favour environmental issues.
Another thought of what we can all easily do to
help raise money -- I know of a few people who
have started to ask friends staying, for their first
visit each year, for a Save the Estuary guest tax
of £10 ( just as there is a Venice in Peril tax). It is
surprising how it mounts up!
And please join us at the Aldeburgh Jubilee Hall
for The Snow Queen on 27th December (https://
aldeburghjubileehall.co.uk).
Please donate to the SOS Estuary Campaign via
the Alde & Ore Estuary Trust website (www.
aoetrust.org/make-a-donation) for one off
donations and standing orders. We now have
a new TEXT service: Simply text the message
SOSESTUARY to 70085 to make a £20 donation.
A follow up text to add Gift Aid to your donation
will be sent to you.
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The Great Flotilla on 28 July 2019, Aldeburgh to Orford
A celebration of the river - in, on and beside the water
As part of the fund raising campaign for the estuary
river defences, the Alde and Ore Estuary Trust team,
expertly led by Mark Nicholls, organised a grand flotilla
with some 116 participants, over half being swimmers,
the remainder in oar powered vessels, including
paddleboards, canoes, kayaks, a skiff and slightly larger
rowing boats (one which could have used sails had the
journey become very difficult).
To add to this amazing celebration of the river and to
bring in the bordering land as well, the Association
invited members, families and friends to accompany the
flotilla walking along the river wall and giving voluble
encouragement.
It was a sparkling if rather windy day with plenty of
cloudscapes as well as the river and land to enjoy.
Some began the walk by leaving cars at Cowton, kindly
invited by Simon and Sheena Barrow, and walking
some 30 minutes to Ferry Point opposite the Yacht Club.
Meanwhile just up the river, Slaughden Sailing Club
were also in the middle of a busy weekend celebrating
their 50th anniversary with several events including races
and a sail past later on Sunday when the tide was right.
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Everyone in the river community was taking advantage
of the only high tide time at around 10 am on a Sunday in
the main summer months.
From the bank we cheered the first the elite swimmers
racing off down the river, then watched the staggered
starts of the leisure swimmers, all hoping to take
advantage of the falling tide. They in turn were
shepherded by powered rescue boats and accompanied

Your Voice - Your Estuary

by some of the kayakers who
provided a resting place when
the going with the cross river
westerly wind was proving
tough. Another group of
Association members started
at Orford and walked up river
to meet the first of the water
participants and then accompany
them down to cheer them as
they landed at Orford. All
participants and walkers enjoyed
the refreshments kindly provide
by The Hotel Folk and The Two
Magpies. Our oldest walker was
almost eighty and the youngest
nine and all strode in fine style
on what is a long 2 ½ hour plus
walk.
For walkers there was another spectacle of the horses
on the landward side running together and enjoying
the frisky windy day. Walkers too had a short guide on
points of interest, on the way down on their walk and a
bit of their history, including of the walls and Cobra Mist.
On top of all that the Association venture raised £350
which was passed onto the Alde and Ore Estuary Trust,
for which warm thanks have been received. The walkers
expertly managed their transport back to Cowton with
the help of kind relatives who came directly to Orford to
see the event, dropping them back at Cowton.
In total the Trust raised some £26,000 through entry
fees charged to, and sponsorship collected by, the

participants and a kind benefactor matching the total
income. In addition, there was the very generous
sponsorship by local businesses (The Dolphin Inn, The
Regatta, O&C Butcher, The Wentworth Hotel, The Hotel
Folk, Air Manage Suffolk, Two Magpies Bakery, Ticket
Gun, Adnams Southwold, Slate, Best Of Suffolk, The
Lighthouse, Aldeburgh Fish & Chips, Bedfords Estate
Agents) which included providing high-vis swimming
and baseball caps for all participants and refreshments at
the end. The safety boats were run by volunteers.
Less than a week later the Flotilla team met and began
planning for another flotilla next year, so keep a watch
out for that. Another walk too?

And Now Here Is Something We Can All Do
Why not invent an Alde and Ore version of Monopoly?
We have four shipping stations to start with Snape,
Slaughden ( Slaughden Sailing Club, the Quay and
Aldeburgh Yacht Club) and Orford (Quay and Sailing
Club) plus the points on the Butley- a big choice, we
have all the river walls to walk along, crossing points,
historic buildings and picnic and parking places. Instead
of utilities, why not measures to help alleviate climate
change. There are endless possibilities.
SO A PRIZE for the best suggestion for a Community
Chest or Chance card.
AND, who would like to join the project team to put
together the whole map, games rules, currency and
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humour into a set which can then be produced in
environmentally friendly material. It could be sold in
aid of the Estuary Funds needed to refurbish the river
walls to keep the whole special area as a place we can
live, work and play.
So, why not, this Christmas, make inventing parts for
an Alde and Ore Monopoly a game for family Christmas
discussion.
All replies, one idea or as many as you like, and project
member offers, please, by 15 January 2020 please, to
info@aldeandore.org or A&OMonopoly,19 Lee Road,
Aldeburgh, IP15 5HG.
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Butley Ferry access improved
- no more muddy feet! -

One of the ever-present problems with
any estuary is mud. Not for animals, of
course. The birds and the fish love it as it
provides a never-ending smorgasbord of
food in the form of worms, crustaceans
and marine invertebrates. The seals love
it because of the fish which come to feed
in the river, and the people who come to
walk around the estuaries love to see the
seals and the birds. We have to learn to
live with the mud.
For walkers and cyclists who need
to cross the river, the mud can be an
inconvenience. It sticks to shoes and
tyres, coats the ferry and covers the
seats. The ferry was described in an
article in “The Times” as a “muddy
little dinghy”, and it was. The old
hards on both sides of the river were
continually being covered in silt with
each tide and raising the hards has been found to be
counter-productive as the silt will just continue to rise
around them. Last year, the Gedgrave jetty was raised
above the old hard on short legs, allowing a flow of
water through the structure and keeping the mud and
the passengers apart. It was so successful that this June
and July, volunteers spent the equivalent of 38 man-days
improving the Capel jetty.
It was, however, not as straight forward as expected. On
close inspection, the old jetty was found to have been
so badly attacked by marine worms (toredo) that only

The new Capel site jetty- mud free!

two of the original piles could be reused. ( insert photo
of wood)The entire jetty would have to be rebuilt. It was
decided that oak should be used for the parts of the jetty
which would be underwater for the greatest period of
time. It would not stop the marine worms, but it would
slow them down. Nelson-Potter helped us by providing
oak cut to the dimensions we needed which were not
on their standard size list. As well as raising a new jetty,
the end of the Capel Jetty was lowered to make access
easier at low water and the end of the Gedgrave jetty was
extended, widened and lowered for the same reason. The
amount of effort put in by the volunteers was immense.
Heavy, physical, wet and dirty, done without complaint
from a team who cannot be described as “spring
chickens”.
Of course, work like this is expensive with the timber
alone costing around £3,500. It was made possible by a
grant of around £3,000 administered through the AONB.
The support and advice given by them was invaluable.
The remainder was provided by the Alde and Ore
Association whose support has been unstinting. We now
have a ferry which is easy to access at any state of the tide
with passengers able to start and end their crossing with
clean shoes and the mud staying where it belongs to the
benefit of the wildlife in the river.

What the toredo worm
does to wooden planks!
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Roy Truman
Lead Ferryman

Your Voice - Your Estuary

Your Voice- Your Estuary!

Making the Alde and Ore Association something that everyone wants to be
part of – be it as a member and perhaps also an activist. Here is an update
on the AOA Marketing Group and AOA Trustees meeting 25th October 2019
Our facilitator-Sarah Ladbury
This year has seen a
development in our thinking
on what needs be done in
order to achieve the original
remit of the AOA Marketing
Group to:

a) understand our membership and what it seeks from the
Association
b) increase the level of engagement with existing and
prospective members
c) increase the proportion of younger members.
While we are still at the stage of deciding just how we
move forward in practical action to make the Association
relevant for all, here is an update on current work in
progress.
First of all, many of you will remember that in March
we held our first focus group with twenty two younger
people kindly facilitated by Sarah Ladbury and noted by
Judith Golder. No Trustee or Marketing Group people
were present. The report highlighted areas for change
which are critical to future growth.
On 4th July, we hosted a feedback and discussion meeting
for focus group attendees, trustees and marketing group.
Strong opinions emerged from an engaged audience a sure sign that the Alde & Ore Association as an idea is
valued and that is why there was noisy enthusiasm for
change (very hard the other way round!). If you really
care about something, chances are you’ll let it show and
this room did.
Recently, on 25th October, after discussions and several
papers, our priority was to start working on specific action
plans. We formed mixed groups each containing Trustees
and MG members (marked *) together focussing on one of
five key subjects:
1. The Independence of the
Association – Keith Martin,
Frances Barnwell* and Bobby
Rusack*

www.aldeandore.org

2. Reinvigorating the aims
of the Association – Colin
Chamberlain, Birgitta
Bergstrom and Susie
Bridges*

3. An organisation that
represents its members
– Alison Andrews, Mark
Goyder* and Roy Truman

4. Defining the ‘Welcoming
Tone ’of an Association
people will want to join
and work with - Simon
Barrow (both trustee and
MG) and Chris Gill*
5. The relationship with
other membership bodies
in the Estuary that we do
or could work with. John
Grayburn and William
Eddis*

Each team is now working up the action for discussion
and agreement for an urgent meeting and again with
Sarah Ladbury as facilitator. We’ll share our plans with
members as soon as we can, There are of course many
other areas for action – changes to the subscription, our
educational role, database management, new activities,
membership, two way communications with members
and the public.
Get in touch if you’d like to explore interesting ways
you can join an organisation which for 28 years has been
working to protect and preserve the Estuary and what it
represents for all of us.
Simon Barrow
07976 700 603, simon@simonbarrow.org.uk
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2019 Annual Barbecue

Sunshine, amazing views up and down the river and lovely food!

The 28th annual barbecue of the Association took place on
the first and very lovely day of September. Earlier dates
were not possible as the tide calendar was very awkward
with no high tide as at lunch time in July or August.
With many thanks to Tony and Debbie Bone, and to the
residents of Brickfields who allowed the access for our
cars, all those attending settled happily on the sunny day
into the huge field with amazing views both up the estuary towards Iken and New England and eastwards down
river to Stanny and beyond.
A good number of participants arrived by boat on the
rising tide and a few adventurous souls tried out the kayaks that Tony had kindly lent to along with appropriate
lifejackets
Our new barbecue maestro was Peter Redshaw. There
was a strong marque, against the rain should it come as
it did in 2018. Gerard King, of Salter and King Butchers,
very kindly provided the delicious hog roast at cost, so
the Association was able to pass on the benefit of saving
£400 to the Estuary Trust fund. There was an amazing array of salads made by some twenty volunteers brilliantly
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co-ordinated and organised by Anabel Chamberlain. The
bar was run by Mike and Colin Chamberlain.
The Chairman gave a welcome and news to being everyone up today but with a strong westerly wind not all
could hear, so the gist of what she said was:
‘’Keeping our river going, refurbishing the 600 plus year old
walls, does take time, what with the overall strategy, consultation, official endorsement, mode. Now the Business Plan which
is needed to seek and secure Government grant as well as Flood
Risk Assessment Permissions, is close to ready to go to EA. All
this takes time but it is important to get it right. Hopefully we
will hear next year.
The Association has been busy this summer seeking to influence the government consultations about the strategy for future
flood and coastal risk management to ensure that the Alde and
Ore thinking on resilience to surges goes into the new policy
thinking.
The Trust Flotilla fundraising event in July went very well. Do
join in and think of other fund raising ideas -we who love the
river have to find ways to raise money to protect its future.

Your Voice - Your Estuary

Within the Association, work with the Marketing Group and
Focus Group was progressing on how we might appeal more
widely and get more members. But, meanwhile, if each of member could recruit 2 more members each, it would make a huge
difference. The more members we have the more powerful our
voice whether in government policy or local planning!
She ended expressing great thanks to each of the organisers and
our hosts.

Any views on where we might try to find a site for
next year? Please let us know.
Gerard King’s work almost completed - last orders

News flashes from Shingle Street
2019 has been a year of changing
shingle banks, the port buoy at
the river mouth coming adrift
but was soon replaced by Trinity
House, an outstanding year for
Vipers Bugloss and by October,
the undergrounding of 3.3 km of
electric supply cables across the
marshes allowing the removal of
the poles was completed.

www.aldeandore.org
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What’s in a name?
The Lantern Marshes- taken from an article by Richard
Newman in 2000.
The shingle coast off the spit has for centuries been a
challenge for those at sea. In 1618 the casualty rate off
Orfordness was so high that the collier trade appealed
to Trinity House for lights to be provided as a warning.
Unfortunately nothing became of this appeal. Then on
October 28th 1627 a terrible North East gale resulted in
32 wrecks being washed up on the Ness, with scarcely a
survivor. Ten years later, in 1637 two lights on wooden
trestles were built to the North of the Ness. The lower
was a coal fire, with the higher light being a candle

lantern to provide a transit through the offshore shoals
of the Aldeburgh Napes and Ridge. The reference to that
first guide to shipping remains, to this day, in the name,
the Lantern Marshes.
(Just in case anyone is puzzling as to how the lights could have
been seen, we have remember that in those days the shoreline
was a low natural shingle shoreline, with pasture and saltings
behind, rather like it is now lower down on the Ness, as the
high haul road was only built in around 1968 for Cobra Mist.)

Can anyone else cast light on Alde and Ore names?
Letters and stories please.

‘The changing face of Sudbourne Beach with Lantern Marshes to the right’ (8 October 2019)

Contributions are always welcome!
Please send to the editorial team at info@aldeandore.org. your observations about the Association and its activities,
suggestions for articles, indeed articles, for the Newsletter and your photographs. Digital images should be
submitted as jpg files and in the size of 1mb or more to guarantee print quality. The Newsletter is prepared and
published twice a year by the Alde and Ore Association, registered charity number 1154583. Our thanks go to
the authors and to Alison Andrews, Ian Cook, John Aitken, Steve Stocks, and Roy Truman for the use of their
photographs. Please note that signed contributions may not reflect the views of the Association as a whole.

